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Contribution of Symah Vision
- Member of the VIA -

Document drafted on the basis of the Theme 3 Discussion Document: Protection of General
Interests in Television Advertising, Sponsorship, Teleshopping and Self-promotion.

1/ “In your opinion, to what extent is virtual advertising compatible with the Directive
and the general interest objectives it pursues?”

VIA welcomes the conclusion of the Bird & Bird study that Virtual Sponsorship does not
appear to lie outside of the scope of the TWF directive.  Virtual Sponsorship, which is a
technology, is fully adaptable to regulations and objectives of the Directive. This evolution
should allow Virtual Sponsorship not suffer anymore from unfair restrictions in Europe.

2/ “If applicable, do you consider it appropriate to specify the way in which the
Directive should apply to virtual advertising?”

The E.U. rules should address the specificity of Virtual Sponsorship The sponsorship
regulations and practices appear to be the most legitimate framework because they could
include both “TV sponsorship” managed by TV sales houses , “on-site sponsorship”
managed by Rights owners as well as “editorial sponsored enhancements”.

So far, Virtual Sponsorship is being demanded to enhance sports programmes, which,
traditionally, have never complied with the principle of separation between programme and
advertising.  Indeed, Real Signage has been installed over the past 40 years in sports
venues to provide television exposure to sponsors/advertisers. In that respect, Sports
programs appear as the exception to the principle and the regulator analyses this as
“Inevitable Advertising”.
Accordingly, Marketing Rights holders of sports events have come-up with increasingly
modern ways to optimise television exposure for sponsors: rotating perimeter billboards,
electronic billboards, on-grass paintings.
It is to be noted this evolution took place without involving financially the televisions that,
nevertheless, pay increasing TV rights but also  provide the exposure that creates the
market value of this signage.

Because virtual Sponsorship is inserted within the TV signal, televisions have an
opportunity to be actively involved in the commercial communication that takes place during
sports telecasts, in agreement with Organisers, Rights holders and advertisers/sponsors.
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In that respect, Virtual Advertising is only an evolution in the methods to display a
sponsor/advertiser, evolution that offers much more possibilities for the whole business
community.

Therefore, it is the position of Symah Vision and the VIA that Virtual Sponsorship should
have a minimum legal certainty so that televisions can enter into agreements with Rights-
Holders and advertisers/sponsors to implement Virtual Sponsorship, respecting the general
interest objectives of the TWF Directive.

3/ “In general, do these new forms of advertising recover, in your opinion, a
substantial proportion of their investment?”
As current regulations block its expansion, Virtual Sponsorship represents a symbolic share
of advertising investments.  Once a minimum legal framework is established for this
technology, it is anticipated that Virtual Sponsorship could be applied to other programs
than sports: special events, concerts, etc.

4/ “Do you know of new services (pilot or on the market) which would apply these
new techniques?”
- Since 1998, CANAL + Spain successfully markets virtual TV sponsorship scenarios on
sports, for a wide variety of major advertisers.

- ET1 in Greece marketed virtual TV sponsorship insertions for Coca Cola during the 2002
FIFA football world cup.

- EUROSPORT markets virtual TV sponsorship scenarios for Korean sponsor LG on the
automobile Super Racing Week-ends, for which LG is the Title Sponsor.

- Pilot operations also took place in Germany, France, Italy, Denmark, England, Turkey, not
mentioning operations in Asia and the Americas.

- Virtual Sponsorship is regularly used on other continents as well as on international
broadcasts of events taking place in Europe and broadcast outside of Europe, as well as on
broadcasts of events taking place outside of Europe and broadcast into Europe.

5/” How can any difficulties identified be resolved? Is it necessary to specify the way
in which the relevant provisions of the Directive are likely to apply to these new
techniques?”
An interpretative communication would allow the actors of the market (televisions,
organisers, rights holders and sponsors), to define the terms under which Virtual
Sponsorship technology can be used on particular programs.
These terms can vary according to:

- Type of  virtual signage: perimeter board, on-ground logo, 3D logo…
- Duration of the virtual insertions: permanent or punctual
- Location of the insertion: portions of a field, tribunes, on a track, on water…
- Times of the insertions: during the play, only during half-time…
- The possibility to target virtual insertions  per territory of broadcast
- The possibility to use Virtual Sponsorship according to type of broadcast: Live,

Tape delayed, highlights…
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6/ “Does it seem worthwhile to you, in order to facilitate the coherent implementation
of the Directive, to make use in certain cases of self-regulation or co-regulation?”
The VIA has produced a code of conduct (self regulation) and welcomes co-regulation
models with audio-visual bodies (such as the EBU, EGTA as well as national regulators)
and with  Sports federations (such as FIFA, International Athletics Federation and UIM have
already produced Regulations on the use of Virtual Sponsorship).

Conclusion:  An interpretative Communication would provide the minimum legal certainty
to allow the audio-visual market to make the best of Virtual Sponsorship
technology.

About SYMAH VISION: Symah Vision,  a company of Lagardère Group, has pioneered
Virtual Imaging technologies and is leading the market in Europe.  Main broadcast Activities
include Editorial enhancements, for example the insertion of a free-kick circle on a football
program, and Virtual Advertising.

Editorial enhancement Virtual Sponsorship
    Football Free-kick circle insertion   Goal sides insertion

References:
Main European clients: BBC, TF1, Canal +, Canal + Spain, ViaSat, Telepiu …
Main European productions: FIFA Worldcup 1998 and 2002, Euro 2000, UEFA Cup, UEFA

Champion’s League, 6 Nations Tournament, Goodwill Games
1998, Sydney Olympics 2000, Confederation Cup 2001,
Commonwealth Games 2002, European Athletics
Championships 2002, Arc de Triomphe Horse races since
1997, Grand National Horse races…

www.epsis.com

About the VIA:  The Virtual Imaging Alliance represents the interests of our Virtual Imaging
technology providers and users.  Its mission is to  promote the use of Virtual Imaging for the
mutual benefit of all parties involved: Rights owners, Broadcasters  and Sponsors.

VIA strives to encourage Industry best practises in the form of a voluntary Code of Conduct.
Acting to ensure the use of the highest ethical and operational standards.

 www.virtualimaging.org


